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RAINBOW        Steelband

The band originated in Barbados 
in the 1950’s and moved to the UK after 
Hallam Ifill immigrated to the UK and 
was quickly followed by the remaining 
members who settled in Bath and began 
performing under the name of Barbados 
All Stars. 

As time past, they started attracting 
younger players of which one was 
Toussaint Clarke. Over the years most 
of the original members migrated back 
to Barbados or retired from playing 
leaving Hallam and Toussaint to develop 
and form a new band with new recruits. 
Rainbow was born! 

Toussaint has also become one of 
the leading UK and global pan tuners 
and is supporting the British Association 
of Steel bands in their many initiatives in 
the further promotion and development 
of the steel pan art form in the UK. 

Over the years Rainbow has gained 
National and International recognition, 
playing for Royalty, touring Europe 
and the Caribbean. In 1984, Rainbow 
toured Barbados affording them the 
opportunity to return to its roots. Their 
current line-up includes the legendary 

Earl Rodney, ‘The Grandfather of 
Steel Pan’ who has been with Rainbow 
since 1992, taking the band to a new 
dimension in playing and arranging.  

Rainbow’s story now forms part of 
the cultural archive for Bath and North 
East Somerset.
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FROM BARBADOS TO BATH
The Rainbow Steel orchestra celebrated their 50th anniversary in Bath, England 
making it the oldest Black and Minority Ethnic organisation based within Bath 
and East Somerset. 

THE TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO STEELPAN 
History and Evolution by Dr Felix. I. R. Blake.

The book is dedicated to all men and women of the pan fraternity – 
wherever in the world they might be. The author of this book is an 
orthopaedic surgeon and doctor of sports medicine by profession. 
The research for this book provided a fascinating mosaic of the 
struggle and development and eventual acceptance of the steel 
band movement. The reproduced photos from the 1930s and 
1940s are not of the best quality but the book contains a wealth of 
information. The history of the national instrument of Trinidad and 
Tobago is well documented by Dr Blake who acknowledged Rudy 
‘Two Lef’ Smith for his inspiration and conviction in encouraging 
him to write a definitive history of Pan. The book spans different 
avenues of the steelband story and highlights key players. A must 
read for all those who want to map the journey of the steelpan.      

Wednesday May 16th 2007 saw the 
launch of their Exhibition and DVD 
– Rainbow Steel Band – ‘50 Glorious 
Years – from Barbados to Bath’ at the 
Bath Pump Rooms. To acknowledge the 
band’s contribution to and achievements 
within the City of Bath, the North East 
Somerset Council’s Corporate Equalities 
team working in partnership with Bath 

and North East Somerset REC were 
awarded a Heritage lottery grant to 
create an archive history of the band, 
from their arrival in Bath to present day. 

Working in partnership, the Council, 
REC and Rainbow Steel Band have 
collated a photographic exhibition and 
DVD of memories from players past and 
present. The exhibition was available to 

view at the Bath Central Library between 
the 14th and 26th May 2007. Both the 
exhibition and DVD show that Bath the 
World Heritage City, famous for its 
Roman, Georgian and Victorian heritage 
has become a multicultural City, with 
different black and minority ethnic 
communities contributing to the ever 
changing history of the City. 
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